A link between Kolmogorov Complexity and geometry is uncovered. A similar concept of projection and vector decomposition is described for Kolmogorov Complexity. By using a simple approximation to the Kolmogorov Complexity, coded in Mathematica, the derived formulas are tested and used to study the geometry of Light Cone.
Decomposition
and a real sequence of constant coefficients
¶ decompose Kolmogorov Complexity, if the following inequality holds for all inputs x and at least one fixed integer n:
Hn -1L KHxL b a 1 KH f 1 HxLL + a 2 KH f 2 HxLL + ... + a n KH f n HxLL + OHlog x L , " x, $ n oe ! and a real sequence of constant coefficients
Hn -1L KHxL b a 1 KH f 1 HxLL + a 2 KH f 2 HxLL + ... + a n KH f n HxLL + OHlog x L , " x, $ n oe ! 
where M is the program upper bound for 8
Proof: Direct consequence of Theorem A.4 and definition 1.1 :
Adding up all the n inequalities:
By definition 1.1 again
As direct consequence of Lemma 1.1:
c) As KHxL ö ¶ and n ö ¶ and assuming
c) As KHxL ö ¶ and n ö ¶ and assuming 
Geometric Linkage: Canonical Projections
One of the simplest non-trivial examples of decompositions is projection:
e. a computable projection that removes the ith member of the tuple. Let's call these particular computable projections ˛i.
Let's see if these assumptions form a decomposition:
For n = 2 it is known (Theorem A.3):
Here the coefficient n -
For n = 3 it is known [1, 3] :
The author has not seen the generalization of the above but attempts to prove one here:
Convention: Let n = 4, m = 3, assuming ',' and '(' and ')' are coded in binary, then 
Remark 2.1: Proof of Theorem 2.1 needs to be more thoroughly reviewed.
Proof by Induction:
Assume OH1L added to the right hand side of all inequalities.
Assume x is arbitrary as specified in the theorem and assume n is the induction parameter.
As shown above case n = 2, 3 are already proven. Case n = 1 is trivial.
Case n:
Assume the following inequality holds for n
Case n + 1:
Add a column C to each word in tuple x, so n is increased to n + 1 for the purpose of induction, and call the new input called 'xC'; by w i C i we mean adding word C i to the end of a tuple w i :
Case n:
Let's prove the 'case n + 1' i.e. the following based upon 'case n' (2.3):
By Theorem A.4, and assuming a helper computable function h C HxL = xC :
Since h C adds a column of words, assuming n fixed, KHh C L has order of magnitude of OHlogHmLL, because a loop of m rows needs to store loop-counter with value of m, which has length log(m), therefore:
KHCL is bounded from above therefore only contribute OH1L . And of course getting rid of the redundant O(1) notation:
Therefore inequality (2.7) can be re-expressed
Now use 'Case n' (2.3) instead with x = xC for some C:
Now add the inequality (2.9) side by side to (2.10) and repeate OHlogHmLL only once:
However note
KH˛n +1 HxCLL = KHxL (2.12)
Consequently Case n + 1 is also correct, therefore by process of mathematical induction we proved for all n inequality (2.2) holds. 
Study: Complexity Analysis of Light Cone
The author was asked to produce practical studies of actual concepts in sciences in order to shed light on the applicable usages of Kolmogorov Complexity and the proposed decomposition. For that matter a simple study of the popular Light Cone from General Relativity has been used, however what follows is free of all smooth operators and their differential equations, hence no differential geometry.
This is a Light Cone [2]:
The cone itself is the locus of all points where the motion has speed of light.
The volume inside the cone is the locus of all points where the motion has speed less than that of light.
The outer surrounding volume is the locus of all points where the motion has speed higher than the speed of light.
Normally all the above is captured algebraically as following:
on the cone
inside the cone
outside the cone
Without loss of generality, per suggestion of Richard Feynman, it is more understandable to consider c = 1, and let's confine the space time to 1 second of past and 1 second of future i.e. the hypercube:
Each point in this hypercube is a tuple Hx, y, z, tL subject to the system of equations (3.1) assuming c = 1.
Space or Space Time is a collection of autonomous robotic probes who report on the local parameters of the space e.g. x or y.
Within the said hypercube we make a random 'indexed' grid of thousands of such autonomous robotic probes and they report back their space time coordinates, in an orderly fashion:
The collective motion of these autonomous robotic probes is constrained: No matter how they move their coordinates' collective Kolmogorov Complexity is constant (preserved).
We then calculate the Kolmogorov Complexity of the Space Time as following:
Make sequences of each parameter into words/strings
report back their space time coordinates, in an orderly fashion:
Make sequences of each parameter into words/strings We project one more time and obtain 2D configurations and their complexities, for example: KHxtL = 890, 488 (3.6) Again the Kolmogorov Complexity is dropped in amount but still substantial and thus indicate randomness, as we can see in the plot of the 2D projection into x-t plane:
decomposition.nb 9 KHxtL = 890, 488 (3.6) Again the Kolmogorov Complexity is dropped in amount but still substantial and thus indicate randomness, as we can see in the plot of the 2D projection into x-t plane:
Note that by Theorem A.4
Generally the Kolmogorov Complexity of ˛iHxL drops by KH˛iL amount which is small, but noticeable.
Inside The Cone: Causality, Low Kolmogorov Complexity
Assuming c = 1 the interior of the of the cone is defined by the inequality: Assuming c = 1 the interior of the of the cone is defined by the inequality: 
